100% Premium Melamine
with the look and feel of porcelain!

MM-0004  22 x 13”
Rectangular Platter

MM-0003  18.25 x 9.25”
Rectangular Platter

MM-0002  14.5 x 8”
Rectangular Platter

MM-0021  22 x 12.75”
Rectangular Platter

MM-0020  17.75 x 9”
Rectangular Platter

MM-0012  24 x 16.25”
Deep Rect. Platter

MM-0011  16.5”
Deep Square Platter

MM-0008  16”
Square Platter
100% Premium Melamine
with the look and feel of porcelain!

MM-0014 18.25 x 13"
Rectangular Platter

MM-0016 24 x 17.25"
Rectangular Platter

MM-0118 18 x 6"
Rectangular Platter

MM-0120 22 x 8"
Rectangular Platter

MM-0024 12"
Square Platter

MM-0025 14"
Square Platter

MM-0026 16"
Square Platter
100% Premium Melamine
with the look and feel of porcelain!

MM-0170 13.5"
Round Bowl

MM-0176 20 x 14.5"
Oval Deep Platter

MM-0174 16 x 11.25"
Oval Deep Platter

MM-0166 20"
Round Wave Platter

MM-0164 16"
Round Wave Platter
100% Premium Melamine
with the look and feel of porcelain!
100% Premium Melamine
with the look and feel of porcelain!

MM-0300 11” Square Cake Platter & Stand

MM-0304 14” Square Cake Platter & Stand

MM-0156 16 x 10” Rectangular Cake Platter

MM-0158 18 x 12” Rectangular Cake Platter

MM-0308 11” Round Cake Platter & Stand

MM-0312 14” Round Cake Platter & Stand
100% Premium Melamine
with the look and feel of porcelain!

- MM-0204 16 x 8"
  Rect. Beaded Platter
- MM-0218 12"
  Square Beaded Platter
- MM-0216 15 x 10.5"
  Oval Beaded Platter
- MM-0210 16"
  Round Beaded Platter
- MM-1002 17.75 x 12"
  Rectangular Pan
- MM-1001 13.75 x 10"
  Rectangular Pan
- MM-1000 10 x 6.75"
  Rectangular Pan
- MM-1003 20 x 8"
  Rectangular Pan